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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Investigation on the sex- cific organisation of c romatin and its relationship $0 

genomic imprinting in the ug dP2anococcus lilacinus by Sanjeev Khosla 
'S.", Research supervisor: Dr Vani Brahmachari 

Department: Molecular Reproduction, Development and Genetics 

1,. Introduction 

The term genomic imprinting defines a process that reversibly marks one of the two homolo- 
gous loci, chromosomes or chromosomal sets during development, resulting in functional 
non-equivalence of genes. It involves not only a mechanism to mark the concerned genes or 
chromosomal regions depending on their parental origin but also mechanisms which can rec- 
ognize, maintain and then erase the marking to allow the system to remark on the basis of sex 
of the progeny.' Genomic imprinting is known to occur in some insects and higher eukaryotes 
and is particularly well studied in mammals. In mammals, zygote with both the genome 
complements from the same parent does not develop to term suggesting the non-equivalence 
of genetic information inherited from the two parents.2 Studies on coccids, a group of insects 
belonging to the order hemiptera, and sciara, a dipteran, also point to similar non-equivalence 
of parental genomes.l 

Mealybugs with 50% of their genomes subjected to these effects provide an excellent sys- 
tem to dissect out the mechanisms involved in imprinting. No sex chromosomes are reported 
in mealybugs and all the zygotes havc the same chromosomal constitution. During embryo- 
genesis, heterochromatization of an entire set of chromosomes takes place in some embryos 
during the cleavage stage. These embryos develop into males and the others into females. It 
has been shown that the set of chromosomes that get heterochromatized in males is of pater- 
nal origin.' Thus, in mealybugs, heterochromatization or chronxatin organisation is not only 
related to sex determination but also to phenomenon of genomic imprinting. To investigate 
the relationship of heterochromatization with genomic imprinting, the understanding of 
chrornatin organisation in this insect is essential. Furthermore, it would be necessary to h o w  
peculiarities, if any, in the chromatin organisation in male mealybugs. 

2. Results and discussion 

In a comparative study of chromatin from male and female mealybugs of the species, Plum- 
coccus lilacinus, it was found that a fraction of chromatin in male mealybugs is resistant 
to digestion by micrococcal nuclease,'. "his fraction of chromatin designated as nuclease- 
resistant chromatin (NKC) is observed only in male mealybugs in which the paternal 
complement of the genome is heterwhromatized, thus suggesting a reiation between NRC and 
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Analysis of NRC showed that DNA sequences represcnling NKC ore not specific to mala 
but foulld in both the sexes. Even in females, they ;u'C O~$lllisi.~i illto chromatin fraction 
which is more nuciease resistant as compared to tile rest of the gcnolnc. Scvcniy per cent of 

the tissue in adult male mealybugs is sperm bundle and it is kno\ntn that chromatin in sperms 
in organised in a highly compact manner different f ~ o m  thilt ill ~ i ) l l l i i l i ~  I I L I C I C ~ .  However, il 
was found that in male mealybugs this chromatin fiaCtiWl is 131't\Crlt i1-i both somatic and 
sperm nuclei, negating the possibility of NRC being a sperm contribution. The association of 
histones with NRC confirmed that the primary organisation of NJ?C ink0 chromatin was nu- 
cleosomal. Therefore, the unusual organisation of NRC is prob~ibly maniksted at the level of 

higher-order chromatin structure. 

An of the DNA representing NRC rewiled that i t  is heterogeneous with re. 
spect to size and sequence. Large DNA sequences in the rangc 01' 2-1 OO kb are organised into 
NRC, Southern hybridisation of NRC DNA with 111eaIybilg g c n o m i ~  ! INA 3 1 ~  suggests that 
certain sequences within NRC DNA are present in nlultipIo copies. TO ~nvchtigate the nature 
of NRC DNA, an analysis of the NRC DNA was i~~icicrtnkcn b> cion ing Sau3AI fragments of 
NRC DNA into the Barn HI site of the Bluescript vector pSK ! I 1  H-. The NRC-specific cloues 
that have been designed as nrc (#) were found to be ~insti~hli. in  F,  c.oli d l s .  Secjuences have 
an A+T content in the range of 58-71 94,. None of the NRC scqucnci.5 ftitvc any appreciable 
similarity to known DNA sequences available i n  the DNA data hail k ( C~nBi i~ lh ) .  We have not 
been able to detect any open reading frame (OW) of ~ipprccinhlc 1cngt11 in  m y  of the clones 
Certain motifs are observed within some of thc NRC squc.ncecl. ,211 arlcnine-rich mot~f ,  
known to be present in the alpha satellite sequence of the mousc.-ccnl~.c>~ncric DNA, is present 
in nrc7 and nrc8. Matrix- or scaffold-associated region ( M A R  or SAR)  motifs which are in. 
volved in the attachment of DNA to the nucleus matrix asc ipscwlt in w e r a l  of the NRC 
clones. Some of the sequences contain very long ktretches 01' :ldcnini. ;wci thymine5. Within 
nrs50 sequence a pentanucleotide 'CACTA' is tanthnl j  rcpcntcil t i ~ c  tinlcx 11s also a hex. 
anucleotide "ACCTCC') which is tandemly repeated six times. 

It was shown by Brown and  els son-Rees,hnd Cliandru" that fsagnrcntcd chrotnosomea 
inherited from father can heterochromatize in the sons. This p rqc r ty  is shown even by the 
smallest of the chromosomal fragments inherited from the ti~thcr." '['his woi11 J suggest that the 
centres which could initiate chromosomal condensation ure prescn t at sevcrnl loci on each 
chromosome in contrast to the case of a single inactivatiim ccntri. on the ~nammalian X chro- 
mosome. In the light of these results, the possibility of a suhsct of NRC DNA sequences per- 
forming a specialised role is examined, one such function being the capacity tcr act as nuclea- 
tion centres for heterochromatization. In this context, some of'thc uttributcs expected of md- 
tiple nucleation centres in mealybugs would be: (1)  The DNA scyucrices i i ~ ~ ~ t  occ~u. in multi- 
ple copies and be dispersed throughout the genome. (1) I f  n s ~ ~ b s e t  of NRC sequences is tob 
centre of activation, then most fragments within NRC must includc. at least one such sequence 
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to facilitate the observed organisation. (3) Given all the factors necessary for NRC organisa- 
tion, such putative centres ~hould  be capable of inducing inactivation it? vitl.0. 

We have tested the plasmid clones derived from NRC DNA for a validitv of attributes 1 
and 2. Our preliminary results suggest that at least two NRC D N 4  clones, nrc50 and nrc51, 
fulfill the criteria mentioned in attributes 1 and 2. 

Analysis of the factors that contribute to nuclease-resistant organisation of a fraction of 
chromatin in male mealybugs revealed two more properties of this fraction of chromatin in 
male mealybugs. In addition to nuclease resistance. it was found that DNA sequences in this 
fraction were compactly organised into chromatin and were associated with nuclear matrix. 
Association of chromatin with the matrix has been suggested as a means of higher-order 
chromatin organisution in other systems where 300-5000-bp-long DNA sequences a ~ ~ c h o r  
large loops of chromatin to the nuclear matrix or nuclear scaffold. Such anchoring DNA se- 
quences are termed MARS or SARs. DNA fragments within NRC which range in size from 2 
to 100 kb thus represent unusiaally long DNA sequences associated with nuclear matrix. It is 
interesting to note that several clones derived from IcTRC DNA contain the A t T-rich motif 
implicated in nuclear niatrix association. This observation is significant as an aspect of the 
unusual organisation of NRC. 

The relationship between ~auclease cornpactioll and matrix association of NRC 
was investigated. The results suggest that the association of NRG with nuclear matrix confers 
nuclease resistance. NRC can be dissociated from nuclear matrix while retaining compaction: 
similarly, co~npactness can be lost while being matrix associated. Wmvever, i t  is possible that 
in vivo, compaction and nuclcar matrix association are acting togelher or organise h'RC into a 
nuclease-resistant: organisation. 

Southwestern analysis to identify protcins that interact with NRC to confer ii the nuclease 
resistance suggests that a 30-35 kDa protein binds with NRC DNA. It was found that Dmso- 
philor DNA, used as non-specific in binding assays, binds very strongly to the 30-35 kDa pro- 
tein present in the soluble fraction of the nuclei of male mealybugs but its binding is very 
weak to a similar molecular weight protein present in  the ~natr is  fraction of chromatin deri~.ed 
from male mealybugs. The observations made so far probably susgest the presence of proteins 
of similar molecuiar weight in the two sexes, which differ in their localisation within the nu- 
clei. Preliminary results suggest the presence of this 30-35 kDa protein in the matrix fraction 
of only young male mealybugs and crawlers. 

The three properties of NRC, namely, nuclear resistance, con~paction and nlatris associa- 
tion elucidated in the study are easily assayable properties that can be used to understand the 
functional significance of DNA sequences organised as NRC. 
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I. Introduction 

Studies on alkoxide and aryloxide complexes of copper (I) ,  a Im transition metal ion, are 
important as the mismatch of the 'soft' metal center and thc 'hard' oxygen donor leads to 
enhanced reactivity.' Apart from the biological significance of the Gu(1 )-OR bond, copper(I) 
&oxides have gained importance in small molecule activation. nctailcd investigations on the 
reactions of small molecules like CO? and CS2 with C'IJ(1) are sparse although reactions of 
these heterocumulenes with other transition metals such cis molybdenum, tungsten and irid- 
ium have been reported recently.2 

In the present investigation, the insertion reaction of' copper(I1 nryluxide complexes with 
heterocumulenes (electronic analogs of C02 like CS2 and RNCS, primarily McNCS) has been 
studied. This reaction results in the in-situ formation of a substituted nlethnncthiolate ligand 
complexed to copper. Oligomeric complexes having copper([) ictn bonded to soft donor li- 
gands like sulfur and nitrogen are formed and are quite stable. 'I'ht: stcric m d  clcctronic fac- 
tors that govern the insertion reaction have been studied. Thc following equation shows the 
insertion of a heterocurnulene across the CU(1)-OAr bond. The insertion is SoIlowed by a re- 
arrangement and oligomerization. 

L 
OAr] + X=C=S * 

insertion 
X =  We 

NPh 

I 

L"CU )=)I 
0 

I 
Ar 

and S 
rearrangement 
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MULTIPLE 
INSERTIONS 

2. Role steric factors 

Steric effects were found to dictate the structure and nuclearity of the resulting oligomeric 
complexes. Earlier studies with PhNCS have shown that the presence of sterically demanding 
substituents on the aryloxide led to the formation of species of lower r ~ u c l e a r i t ~ . ~  1n the pres- 
ent work, it has been shown that this steric congestion could be relieved by employing less 
bulky groups on the lieterocurnulene, thereby resulting in complexes of higher nuclearity even 
with bulky phenols. It has also been shown how a gradual reduction in the size leads to 
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3. Role of electronic factors 

dimm I t  rnonon~er 111 

Wl rll-S-bonded monomer 1V 

Similarly, the reactions with phenols having electron-wit h d r a w i n  groups were also unfa- 
vorable. 

4. Exchange reactions 

The reversible nature of the insertion allows exchange of either the hcterocumulene or the 
aryloxide group in the oligomeric complex in the presence of catalytic amounts of PPh3. A 
less electrophilic heterocumulene could be substituted hy a more eleclrophilic one and an 
electron-deficient aryloxide could be replaced by a more nucl eopliii i c one. 

The reversible behavior is apparently contrary to HSAB principles since a CU-S bond is 
replaced with a C U ~ O  and shows the limitations of HSAB theory. 
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Treatment of these oligomeric complexes with PPh3 results in the formation of bis- 
triphenylphosphine Cu(1)L species. The structures of these complexes were compared with 
those of copper(1) phosphine complexes of heterocyclic thiones as these two ligands are simi- 
lar .in structure. The comparison showed that the electronic properties of these ligands are 
different and as a result their bollding patterns are also different, 

4.2. Supmndecular intercictin~zs in bis-tripi?erz)llphosphirze complexes of copper(/) 

Examination of the solid-state structures of these complexes revealed an interesting supra- 
molecular motif. The phen)l rings of PPh, are involved in a concerted supramolecular inter- 
action and this has been called the C-H n step. 

The C-H ~t step is made up of a series of alternating C-H-n and n- interactions among 
four phosphines attached to two different metal atoms. 
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1. Introduction 

A study of reactive intermediates is of primary importance to understand thc mechanistic as- 
pects of photochemical reactions. Various spectroscopic methods have bccn employed to probe 
the structure and dynamics of short-lived intermediates. Flash photolysis and pulse radiolysis 
techniques are commonly used to oblain the absorption spectra of thc excited states and radi- 
cals which are short-lived. However, the absorption spectra of intermcdiatcs with similar 
spectral features lead to ambiguity in understanding thc photochemistry of kinetically differ- 
ent but structurally similar intermediates. In contrast, timc-resolved vibrational spectroscopic 
methods are superior to absorption techniques to elucidate thc structure of the intermediates in 
detail. Therefore, in the present study, time-resolved resonance Ralnan spectroscopy has been 
utilized to study the structure of short-lived intermediates of dccnfluorobenzophenone and 
carbazole derivatives. 

2. Experimental methods 

An experimental set-up has been developed for the time-resolved resonance Raman spectro- 
scopic studies, a part of which includes the fabrication of a Raman shifter to tune the laser 
wavelength. The performance of the Raman shifter has been evaluated using methane 
hydrogen gases. The experimental set-up has been standardized by comparison with the re- 
ported time-resolved resonance Raman of benzophenone. 
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polyvinylcarbazok is a weil-known photoconducting polymer.' In a photoconducting polymer, 
photogeneration of carriers f o ~ ~ 0 w e d  by transport of carriers are important steps during photo- 
conducrion. In polyvinylcarbazole and other photoconducting polymers with carbazole chro- 
rnophore, photoconduction has been reported to take place by hole (radical cation).' Time- 
resolved absorption and fluorescence studies have been utilized to understand the lnechanistie 
aspects of the charge carrier generation in polyvinylcarbazole. Though the transient absorp- 
tion and time-resolved fluorescence srudies give information about kinetic and mechanistic 
aspects of photoinduced charge carrier formation in polyvinylcarbazole, they do not provide 
any information on the structure of the charge carrier. The structure of the radical cation of 
polyvinylcarbazole in comparison with its model compound. N-ethylcarbazole, in terms of 
delocalization of the odd electron in the polymer chain, is expected to provide structural clues 
regarding electrical and photoconduction mechanism. Therefore, the present investigation 
involves the study of the structure of the charge carriers in photo- and electrically conducting 
polyvinylcarbazole. During the present study, the Raman spectra of the neutral carbazoles and 
the resonance Rainan spectra of various cations, such as mono-, di- and polymer radical 
cations have been assigned. Further, the structure of these radical cations have been inferred 
by comparing our experimental results with theoretical results. The evidence for partial ex- 
change of the odd-electron in dimes radical cation in the polymer chain with neutral species 
has been found by our Raman studies. 

A part of the work in this system also involves transient absorption studies of polyvinyl- 
carbazole and its dibromoderivative. The mobility and the efficiency of charge carrier forma- 
tion together can affect photoconductivity. Earlier reports on NMR spectroscopy revealed that 
the mobility of charge carrier in polyvinylcarbazole is related to the structure of the polymer. 
111 the present work, it has been observed that the charge carrier (radical cation) formation 
efficiency also depends on the structure of the polymer. The yield of the radical cation in the 
dibromopolyvinylcarbazole has been found to be an order of magnitude less than that of poly- 
vinylcarbazole. In polyvinylcarbazole, the ratio of monomer to polymer radical cation yield is 
2.0. The difference in the yields has been attributed to the steric effect of the bulky bromine 
group in dibron~opolyvinylcarbazole. 

Intermolecular hydrogen atom abstraction is ubiquitous in organic photochemistry..' The effi- 
ciency and reactivity of the photoexcited states toward the abstraction process is reported to 
depend on the multiplicity and configuration of the electronic excited state, interactions be- 
tween the hydrogen donor and the acceptor, and the influence of the solvent.' These aspects 
have been studied widely by various experimental methods, including transient absorption 
spectroscopy.4 

Benzophenone is a prototypical nmlecule which undergoes hydrogen atom abstraction 
from its lowest triplet excited state, and the photochemistry and photophysics are well under- 
stood.' Transient absorption studies have been used to elucidate the mechanism of hydrogen 



&*action, both in benzophenone and decafluorobenz~phenow. In fi1~1. d ~ ~ ~ t l ~ o r ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
none undergoes similar photophysics and photochemistry. but the triplet excited state is far 

more reactive than benzophenone. The lowest triplet exci tcd state encrgy of benzophenone 
and decafluorobenzophenone is very similar, 69 kcal/rnole, and the triplet quantum yield is 
equal to 1 for both. However, the reactivity of decailuorobcnzophenone triplet state is orders 
of magnitude higher than that of benzophenone. Therefore. the objective of the present study 
is to demonstrate the utility of time-resolved resonance Raman method to study photoinitiated 
reactions and to understand the structure-reactivity correlations in benzophenone and de- 
cafluorobenzophenone systems. 

From our present study, higher reactivity of perfluorinated derivative of benzophenolle 
over benzophenone has been addressed by time-resolved resonance Iin~nan investigation, The 
analyses of the results on triplet state and the ketyl radical of dccafluorabellzophenone show 
that the unpaired electron of the triplet state is localized on the carbonyl group. The localiza. 
tion of the spin is due to spin-destabilizing nature of the fluorine. It is concluded that the 
higher reactivity of decafluorobenzophenone over benzophenone can be attributed to (a) non- 
planar structure of the triplet excited state of decafluorobenzophcnone compared to benzophe- 
none, thus increasing the accessibility to the carbonyl group and (b) highly polarized and 
electrophilic nature of the carbonyl group in the triplet excited state. 
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Modelling and characterization of sprayformed 7075 aluminium alloy and a composite 
with A1203 by C. Sanjivi 
Research supervisors: Profs S. Ranganathan and A. K. Lahiri 
Department: Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

sprayformingl is an innovative processing technique in the present demanding world to sat- 
isfy the stringent conditions laid down by metallurgical quality considerations as well as 
economy. Atomization and deposition are two steps involved in this process, whereby disinte- 
gration of the molten alloy stream into fine micron-sized droplets by high-velocity gas and the 
collection of droplets on to the substrate takes place, respectively. The main advantage of this 
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processing method is that it involves semi-solid state processing conditions and can be classi- 
fied in a regime between ingot and powder metallurgy. Fine equiaxed grains, devoid of mac- 
rosegregati~n, extension in solid solubility and novel alloy compositions are typical character- 
istics2 of this synthesizing procedure. In the present study, synthesis and characterization of 
7075 aluminium alloy and a composite with Al,03 were carried out. This is followed by 

modelling3 to understand the process synergism to study the effect of process 
parameters on the microstructural evolution. 

2. Spray atomization 

The atomization stage4, deals with dynamical, thermal and solidification effects experienced 
by alloy droplets during their flight to the deposit. All the droplets were considered to undergo 
the following thermal regimes, namely, cooling in liquid state, nucleation and recalescene, 
equilibrium solidification and finally cooling in solid state. Forced convective heat transfer by 
atomizing gas is the predominant mode of heat removal from the atomized droplets. The ve- 
locity profiles of atomizing gas and atomized droplets were studied along with variation in 
temperature, fraction solidified and cooling rate experienced by droplets of varying diameters. 
The observed microstructures in the oversprayed powders were investigated and it was found 
that the type of soliditication encountered is different from conventional directional solidifi- 
cation. The theory proposed by Kurz and ~ i s c h e r ~  explains satisfactorily the equiwed 
dendritic morphology (Fig. 1) observed in the oversprayed powders, where as the growth rate 
goes down, the morphology changes from spherical to cellular to dendritic. Cooling rate ex- 
perienced by the atomized droplets was found to be of the order of lo4 to lo5. The mass distri- 
bution of the oversprayed powders was found to be Gaussian in nature. An estimate of en- 
thalpy of the spray reaching the deposit was predicted on the basis of temperature profile ex- 
perienced by the droplets and dropletJpowder distrib~~tion of oversprayed powders. The effect 
of process parameters such as velocity of the atomizing gas, the melt superheat, the flight 
distance and also the undercooling on the thermal and solidification profiles of the atomized 
droplets was studied. It was found that undercooling can be effective in affecting the micro- 
structure of very fine droplets. 

3. Spray deposition 

The deposition stage is concerned with the prediction of grain size variations across the de- 
posit. The microstructure across the deposit thickness is determined primarily by two compet- 
ing  parameter^,^ namely, the deposition rate and the rate of solidification. One-dimensional 
heat-balance equation based on enthalpy formulation is used in predicting the thermal pro- 
files, the cooling rates and the iso-solid fiaction lines in the deposit. Conductive heat transfer 
by the substrate and convective heat transfer by the atomizing gas were considered as major 
modes of heat dissipation from the deposit. Implicit mode of solving partial differential equa- 
tions with simple initial temperature profile across the deposit was adopted and found to be 
 omp put at ion ally efficient and stable. Shape and temperature profile across the deposit was 
adopted and found to be computationally efficient and stable. Shape and temperature profiles 
of the deposit during and after deposition were carried out to understand the temperature and 
solidification conditions. The isolated effects of changes in value of the process parameters 



starting with changes in the melt flow rate, the heat-transkr cocl'ticlc.nt at the deposit sub. 
strate interface as well as at droplet gas interface. 

The overall microstructure of the spray deposit was found to he line rquiaxed grain in "8- 

ture. Grain size (Fig. 2) was found to vary fronl 15 t~ 35 1-IIR Prcwlitlificd droplets as well as 
dendrites in the partially solidified droplets serve as nuclei fur the ioliclitication at the depoalr 
An increase in the nucleation sites can be viable us fragnl~'n1ing and fracturing of the den- 
drites. Fine equiaxed nature8 of the grains In spite of' low cool~ng mtc at the deposit ( I -  
50 Ws) can he attributed to constramed grain growth due to ~ncroa\ctl nucleation sites. About 
20 to 30% of liquid content in the semi-solid slush is important to \lay Iioth at thc surfaceof 
the deposit durmg processing to have a desirable nlicrostruclwc. namely, line-grain micro- 

structure with a low amount of porosity. Layered ~ ~ i i c r o $ r ~ . ~ i c t ~ ~ r e i  prevailing in the depos~t 
indicate that the splatting process is quicker than the soI~chfic:~tion ~ncch:itiism. Pores in the 
deposit can be attributed to entrapment of the atomizing gas and alio duc to insufficient metal 
flow to [ill the interstices formed between droplets ralllng at the depoiit 

4. Spray co-deposition 

Spray co-deposition9 involves an additional step of i11,ccting Al,Oi particulates into the mol 
ten alloy stream. The effect of ceramic particulates on thermal and soliciil?c;ttion behav~our of 
the alloy droplets during flight has been taken into consideration. hIorcover, the role ofce- 
ramic particulates in thermal equihbration at the deposii i\ also htgniiicunt. Modelling here 
similar to that of spray depos~tion except that an additional mods of heat extraction by con- 
ductive heat transfer effected by ceramic partrcdatec in conlac( u ith thc droplets was consld- 
ered in calculations. About 20% of thermal encrgy is carr~cd away by AI,O? part~culates fronl 

the atomized droplets in the fl~ght and about 10% from the cicpoiit in the process of thermal 
equilibration. 

The equiaxed structure observed in the base matrix is attributed lo the high nucleation 
dellsity at the deposit, constrained growth as well as to growth anii conlcsccnue of dendrilesln 
the deposit. Tlie spatially independent distribution of the A1,0; particulates can be attributed 
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to entrapment by the presence of dendrite fragments which obstruct the motion of former in 
the semi-solid slate prevailing; at the deposit. The mechanical entrapment1' of the ceran~ic 

by the droplets also proves to be a possible mechanism for the homogeneous dis- 
tribution of ceramic particulates in the matrix. 
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Spectroscopic studies on t mformation and interaction of a channel forming cyclo- 
hexapeptide and a few sel neuropeptides by Jagannathan Ramesh 
Department: Molecular Biophysics Unit 
Research supervisor: Prof. K. R. K. Easwaran 

1. Introduction 

A knowledge of the structure and conformation of biomolecules such as peptides, proteins and 
nuclei acids is vital for the understanding of their function.' The techniques used for analysis, 
both in solid and solution state, have today advanced to an unprecedented level that one 
can understand the mechanism of action of various biological processes at the molecular 
level.".?uch studies have led to the design of biomolecules of desired function. This work is 
concerned with the structural elucidation and interaction studies on a few biologically irnpor- 
tant peptides such as cyclic hexapeptide cyclo(~-ala-L-pro-~-ala)~ which possibly forms a 
channel inside the lipid bilayer by an assembly of several molecules and selected neuropep- 
tides such as N-acetyl-r,-aspartyl-L-glutamate (NAAG) and arg-phe-amide class of peptides. 
Techniques ernployed in this study are circular dichroisrn and nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR). 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. CD studies 

The CD spectra were recorded using a JASCO 500 A spectropolarimeter equipped with a 
501N data processor. The instrument was calibrated with 10-d-(+)-camphor sulphoniC acid, 
Spectra were averaged over 4-8 accumulations. Quartz cells of pathlengths 1 and 2 mm 
used. Solvent baselines were subtracted from sample spectra. 

2.2. NMR studies 

Proton NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AMX 400, 500 MHz and Varian 600 M H ~  
instruments. The resonance of residual protons of the solvent was used as an internal refer- 
ence. ~ l l  the 2D spectra (DQF-COSY and ROESY) were recorded in phase-sensitive mode, 
using the TPPI method with 512 t,. Recycling times (acquisition plus relaxation data) were 
about 1.8 s. The base lines of ROESY spectra were processed with a third-order polynomial, 
Only small oscillations were produced in the spectra. Finally, the data sets were generally 
symmetrized, although original data were carefully examined to verify that no artifact was 
introduced by symmetrization. 

2.3. DSC studies 

DSC thermograms were recorded with a computer-controlled Microcal-MC2 high-sensitivity 
differential scanning calorimeter (Microcal) operating at heating scan rate 90°C/h. The data 
acquired were analyzed with DA2 software and Microcal Origin softwares. 

2.4. BLM cortductance studies 

Planar lipid bilayers were painted across a 0.3-mm-diameter hole in a styrene copolymer 
cup with n-decane dispersion of soybean lecithin (2% wlv) with and without the cyclic pep- 
tide. The concentration of the peptide used was 1 x lo-". The styrene copolymer cup (cis) 
rested in an outer chamber (trans) and the bilayer partition, separated aqueous solution of 
similar ionic composition (100 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCI2 in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5). A low- 
noise operational amplifier (OPA 102B, Burr-Brown) with frequency compensation was used. 
Electrical connection to the experimental chambers was through Ag-AgC1 wires. Connections 
to the outer chamber were taken to the ground, while the cis side was taken to the non- 
inverting input of the operational amplifier. Potential difference was cis with respect to tmns 
Measurements were carried out at room temperature (25°C). The voltage and current signals 
were plotted using a pen recorder (Bryans UK). Formation of a hilayer was judged from the 
transients in the current traces due to membrane capacitance following application of 2-mV 
pulses. 

3. Results and discussion 

The results were obtained on the solution conformation of the channel forming cyclo(~-ah-L. 
pro-~-aIa), using spectroscopic techniques, W, CD and NMR. UV and CD data showed that 
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the cyclic peptide has tendency to aggregate at higher concentration. Detailed 1 and 2D NMR 
studies showed that the free cyclo(~-ala-~-pro-~-ala)~ in acetonitrile exhibits a structure with 
type I p-turn having L-pro in the I + 1 and L-ala in I -t- 2 positions. Also, in this conformation, 
all the carbonyl groups are on one side of the molecule and on NHs on the other. The observed 
conformation of this cyclic hempeptide is compared with the reported data on related cyclic 
peptides. Studies on the ion-binding properties of cyclo(~-ala-L-pro-~-ala): showed that this 
peptide binds strongly with c'alcium ion. Detailed NMR analysis showed that the proposed 
conformation for the cyclic peptide-calcium complex could be a 1:2 peptide: calcium com- 
plex. Each calcium ion is coordinated to three carbonyl oxygens. The remaining coordination 
is likely from the perchlorate anion or the solvent molecule. In a 2:2 peptide: calcium com- 
plex, each calcium ion is coordinated to six carbonyls, three from each peptide molecule of a 
dimeric complex. The results oh ,the interaction of cyclo(~-aIa-L-pro-~-ala)~ with model mem- 
branes, investigated using CD 'and DSC, are also presented. CD data showed that the peptide 
undergoes a drastic change in conformation or aggregates when incorporated in lipid bilayers. 
DSC results gave evidence for possible aggregation of the peptide molecule in lipid bilayer 
affecting its fluidity. Bilayer membrane conductance (BLM) studies on cyclo(~-ala-L-pro+ 
ala)2 incorporated in bilayer membranes give evidence of a channel-like behaviour of the ag- 
gregated peptide in membranes. 

Conformational studies on the acidic neurotransmitter, NAAG, in methanol and water at 
different pH values showed that while in methanol the peptide could assume a slightly folded 
structure stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen bonds, in water it gave a pH-dependent con- 
formation. The a-COOH and side-chain carboxyl groups get deprotonated at pH above their 
pK, values and this stepwise deprotonation affects the intramolecular hydrogen bond involv- 
ing these groups and thereby alter the conformation of the peptide. Proton and 2 7 ~ 1  NMR 
studies of NAAG-Al-maltolate complex showed that NAAG binds to A13+. CD and NMR 
studies on the interaction of NAAG with three important polyamines, namely, putrescine, 
cadaverine and spermine in water and methanol showed very interesting structures for the 
complexes in methanol derived from extensive 1 and 2D NMR data. 

Conformational studies on arg-phe-amide(RF-NH2) class of peptides, namely, phe-pet-arg- 
phe-NH2 (FMRF-NH2), pGlu-asp-pro-phe-leu-arg-phe-NH2 (pQDPFLRF-NH2), and pro-asp- 
val-asp-his-val-phe-leu-arg-phe-NH2 (PDVDWFLRF-NH2) using CD and NMR showed that 
FMRF-NH2 peptide showed that the tetrapeptide exists in extended conformation and binds 
strongly to calcium ion in acetonitrile. Detailed CD, 1 and 2D NMR studies on the heptapep- 
tide, pQDPFLRF-NH2, in methanol indicated that the peptide assumes a folded conformation 
with a head group region involving the first five residues and a linear tail portion involving 
the last two residues. The proposed conformation of the head group has a 1 + 5 intramolecu- 
lar hydrogen bond and a ylturn having a 1+ 3 hydrogen bond containing the proline residue. 
NMR studies on the decarner, PDVDHVFLRF-NH?, in TMP solvent suggested that this pep- 
tide adopts an a-turn conformation comprising the first five residues. A bend structure com- 
prising the last three residues at the C-tern~inal was also observed. 

Some of the results obtained on the interaction of AI" a) with Tau protein, a microtubule 
associated protein implicated in Alzheimer's disease and b) with P-amyloid peptide using CD 
and 2 7 ~ 1  NMR are reported in the thesis. 
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4. Conclusions ~hes i s  

 hi^ work deals the structure and interaction of a channel-hi.lning cyclic hexapeptidp 

and two kinds of neuropeptides, The cyclic peptide ~ ~ ( M C D  for the s t ~ ~ d y ,  c ~ c ~ o ( D - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ .  
showed interesting qgregation and nletal ion-biding p r ~ p e r h .  Preliminary BLM 

studies showed that it has tendency to form channel in the lipid bilaycr. CD studies indicated 
that the peptide binds calcium ion with high affinity among the metal ions studied. Detailed 
NMR studies revealed that the free peptide in a ~ e t o n h i k  ~ x i s t s  ill a (I-turn type-1 conforma- 
tion having pro- and ~ - a l a  in I + 1 and 14- 2 positions, respectively. The binding of calcium 
ion slightly distorts the structure with change a in the oriel~t;llio~l of 1.-ah cxhonyl facilitabng 
the optimal binding of calcium ion. Possible lipid interact ~ o n  was investigated using 
CD and DSC. CD studies showed that there was drastic change in thc coni;7rrnation peptide 
on interming with the lipid. DSC data also supported the results. The first Ileuropepti& 
taken for the study was acidic neurotransm~tter NAAG fxesent in the brain having important 
physiological functions. Detailed NMR studies in methanol showed that the peptide exists in 
a conformation having a y-turn comprising the N-acetyl-asp group. Proton and ''c NMR 
studies on NAAG in water at different pH values indicated that thc pcptide exists as a dimer 
in well-defined conformations stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds. CD and NMR 
studies on NAAG-polyamine complexes in methanol showed that NAAG binds to putrescine, 
cadaverine and spermine with high affinity. In the casc of NAAG-putrescine complex, 
putrescine binds to a-COOH group and the side-chain COOH groups in NAAG without per. 
turbing the y-turn at the N-terminal region. In the case of NAAG-sperrnine complex, 
mine bmds to all the COOH groups leading to a completely extended conformatron. The 
second class of neuropeptides taken for the study was arg-phc-amidc peptides. Detailed strut. 
tural studies were done on three different arg-phe-amidc peptides. CD studies showed that 
phe-met-arg-phe-amide has higher binding afilnity for calciurn ion among the metal ions 
studied. NMR studies on seven-residue peptide, pgluc-asp-pro-phc-lei[-arg-phe-amide in 
methanol, showed that it adopts an a-turn conformalion having a yturn within, induced 
by Pro 3 residue. Detailed NMR studies on ten-residue arg-phc-amide peptide pro-asp-val- 
asp-his-val-phe-leu-arg-phe-amide in TMP showed that it adopts an a- twn conformation 
comprising the first five residues and a turn structure at the C-terminal having the last three resi- 
dues. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. Engng) 

1. Introduction 

~ o s t  of the interplanetary explorations are dominated by hypersonic flight corridors. The re- 
entry aerodynamics of vehicles flying at hypersonic Mach numbers is an important aspect of 
most space missions. More often. the composition of the atmosphere, which the vehicle has to 
encounter, consists not only of gas other than pure air but also dust particles of varying dl- 
mensions. Further, in the case of Martian entry probes using ablative material for protection 
against severe aerodynan~ic heating. which occurs at high flight velocities, the products of 
ablation particles are also present giving rise to complex flows.' Therefore, it calls for a study 
of flows that is more realistic in nature, viz. two-phase flows. 

The aerodynamics of the dusty gas f l o w  has been analyzed extensively both theoretically 
and experimentally. Most of the reported theoretical analyses are based on boundary-Iayer 
approximations, whereas the flow field is governed by full Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. 
Apart from this, many of these analyses restrict to a particular region in the flow field such as 
the stagnation point. These analyses, i n  spite of approximations involved at various levels, 
have given very good physical insigtlt into the subject. Nevertheless, owing to approximations 
made in these analyses, their results will h a w  limited application. Often, it is very difficult to 
say whether the solutions through these analyses are unique or not, unless a less approximate 
analyses confir~ns it.' Moreover, for cases where flow separation or a shock-shock or shock- 
boundary layer interaction occurs, such an analysis cannot be made. Thus, the present work 
aims at a more accurate study of gas-particle flows at hypersonic Mach number by solving 
complete 2D N-S equations coupled with particle-phase equations numerically. The analysis 
yields complete laminar con~prcssible flow field around the flat plate. 

2. Numerical algorithm 

In the present analysis, it is assunled that the gas is perfect with constant specific heat and the 
particles are solid spheres with uniform diameter. The gas viscosity is given by Sutherland's 
law. Also, the volume occupkd by the particle is neglected and the exchange between the two 
phases is through the Stokes drag for niolnentuin transfer and convection for heat transfer. 
The basic N-S equations governing dusty gas flow in the conservative form are 

where U is the conserved variable, F and G are inviscid and viscous fluxes and H represents 
the interaction source term between particles and gas phase. The mass, momentum and en- 
ergy conservation equations for both particle and gas phases have been solved using finite- 
volume upwind schemes which incorporate natural dissipation. The equations governing the 
gas phase are solved using Roe's flux diffbrence splitting algorithm.' On the other hand, 
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FIG. 1. Velocity profiles within the boundary layer over a 
flat plate at x = 1.2 for M, = 6,  Re, = 10'. 

OSo3 1 7 -  Dusty Gas 

Fn. 2. Temperature profiles within the boundary layer 
over a flat plate at s = 1.2 for M, = 6. Re.., = 10' 

partide-phase are solved using Steger-Warming flux-vector-splitting technique: 
Totally eight equations, four each, for the gas and the particle phases have been solved ~ 4 t h  
explicit coupling. The present method enables the capturing of shock profile accumteiy. 

m e  problem is treated to two dimensions with 88 x 32 fine rectangular mesh. The up. 
stream boundary conditions are the freestream conditions, where the gas and particle phases 
are in equilibrium. No slip conditions are assumed at the wall. The particles selected were 
uniform size glass spheres of 10 pm radius with constant material density. The nurnaicai 
code is validated by regenerating the flow-field profiles reported in litentnre.' 

- Dusty Gos 

0.00 1 5 

- Dusty Gas 

EIG. 3. Skin-Giction variation along h c  flat plate for FIG. 4. Variation of wall heat transfcr along the flat plr'e 
M- = 6, Re, = lo6. for M, = 6 ,  Re, = lo!'. 
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3. Results 
Typical velocity and telnperature prof les generated for seestream Mach and R z ~ o l d s  num- 
bers of 6 and 10" respectively, are sh~wll  in Figs 1 and 2. These figures indicate that b e  
presence of the particles in the flow has an appreciable effect on the flow-field parameters. 
The variation of the skin friction coefficient and the heat-transfer rate along the length of the 
flat plate (Figs 3 and 4 s h ~ w s  that the presence of the particles in the flow enhances skin 
friction and wall heat transfer. This increase is due to the interaction between gas and particle 
phases leading to reduction of the boundary-layer thickness as evident from Figs 1 and 2. 
Complete details of the numerical techniques employed in the present analysis along with the 
results of the parametric and grid refinement studies will be reported in a full-length paper. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Single crystal structural investigation on the oligonucleotides d(G4CGC4) and 
d(Cd2Cd2) by 6. Savitha 
Research supervisor: Prof. M. A. Viswamitra 
Department: Physics 

1. Introduction 

This work deals with structural investigations un usual and unusual forms of DNA, The first 
part deals with crystal structure solution of the A-DNA decamer d(G4CGC4) at 1.9 A resolu- 
tion. This structure has many unique features to its credit in that the decamer crystallizes in 
the P2, space group with two independent n~olecules in the asymmetric unit which is an un- 
common feature in A-DNA oligomers and seen for the first time. This arrangement has the 
advantage of studying the same molecule in different packing environments within the same 
crystal. The second part deals with crystallization and attempts at solving the structure of a C- 
rich telomeric repeat sequence d(C3A2C4A2). It is the longest telomeric repeat studied crystal- 
lographically so far. It involved a lot of model building as there was no precedence to this 
structure when the present work was undertaken. Evidence from cross-rotation search points 
at an intercalated tetraplex structure with hemiprotonated C.Cf base pair. The intriguing na- 
ture of the structure was the major inlpetus in pursuing attempts at solving it, in spite of sev- 
eral experinlental limitations. 

2. Crystals of d(G4CGC4) 
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sequences show a striking conformational versatility and has been thc subject of interest of 
various groups, including our laboratory. It has been observed tha t  interspersed stretches 
G/C bases mostly favour the A form and alternating sequences favour Ihc Z Tornl.  hi^ oli- 
gonucleotide contains both types of sequences. The sequcnce dlGrCGCr) adopts an A-DNA 

quite similar, on average, to that found in fibres. 

The d(G4CGC4) sequence was one among the several GC-rich A-DNA decmers synthe. 
sized on an ABI-DNA synthesizer that could be crystallized. Crystds of d(C4CGC4) were 
grown by vapour diffusion method by adding sequentially 10 l-11 tlrops of 7, mM DNA, 20 m h ~  
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 6.5), MgC12, 2mM sperminc tetrachloricic and 5% MPD. ~t was 
equilibrated against a reservoir solution of 50% MPD. They belollg to the monoclinic system 
with unit cell dimensions, o = 45.504 A, b = 46.084 A, c = 28.465 A and /?J = 100.738O in thr 
space group P21 with two duplexes in the asym~netric unit (= 12 kD4.  Data c ~ l l e c t i ~ ~  and 
processing were made on the Imaging Plate System at the Molecillar Biophysics Unit (MBU) 
Indian Institute of Science (IISc). The processed and reduced intensity data has an acceptable 
completeness and R-merge to 1.9 P\. resolution. 

The solution of this structure was challenging as i t  had crystallized in an unusual space 
group, P&, for DNA oligomers, with more than one duplex in the asymmetric unit. The initial 
phasing was done by the molecular replacement method by first cxpioring homologous st- 
quences of both A and B forms of DNA from the Nucleic Acid Data Bank as there are no 
isomorphous structures reported. The structure of ~ ( c c G G c ) ~ ( G ) ~ ( C C G G ) ~  proved to be an 
excellent model with the R-factor dropping to 39.6% and a correlation hctor of 58.5% after 
one round of rigid body refinement. The decamer duplex adopts an A-DNA conformation, 
The two molecules in the asymmetric unit were found to be relatcd by 182.24" along with a 
translational component and they were refined independently. Examination of electron. 
density maps and water fitting followed by position and b-group refinement yielded a final R- 
factor of 17.4% for 808 DNA atoms and I 15 water molecules. 

The two molecules in the asymmetric unit are related by near dyad symmetry in the ac- 
plane by groove interaction, with the end base pair of one molecule ;ibutting into the minor 
groove of the other by making hydrogen bond contacts with three conseciitive residues of the 
opposite strand. The minor groove is mostly involved in intermolecular contacts while the 
major groove is confined to the solvent and is the site of systcmatic hydration. The abrupt 
distortion of the backbone torsions a and y, due to intern~oleculur contacts, shifts them to 
trans conformation from their favoured gauche- and gaucfle' conformations, respectively. In 
this close encounter, one of the molecules in the asymmetric unit suffers more deformations 
when compared to the other. 

Molecule 1 has interactions which are distributed symmetrically unlike Molecule 2. As a 
result, Molecule 2 has larger deviations in terms of backbone torsions and helical parameters, 
especially C37 which shows a remarkable deviation in torsions a and y. and a large roll in the 
centre of the helix. 

An interesting aspect of this structure is that in spite of the intrinsic molecular symmetry 
of the d(GCGC4) decamer, equivalent base pairs show significant differences in the t ~ o  
molecules in the asymmetric unit. The lack of symmetry should originate from intrinsic feb 
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At the onset of this work, t l~cre were no DNA crystal structures reported with C-rich se- 
quences consisting of sclf-paired DNA stabilised by pure base-stacking interaction and a 
parallel-strandecl duplex. Several C-rich sequences which werc mostly 12-mers (about 4kDa) 
were synthesisecl on the automated ABI-DNA synthesizer and several of them could be crys- 
tallized. 

Extensive work was done o n  Lhe T ~ / t r ~ l l z y ~ i ~ f ~ ~ z  telo~aieric repeat sequence d(CJA2C4A2). 
The crystals belong to the space group P6,,$2 with cell dimensions a =  27.346 A, 
b = 27.346 A and c = 183.458 A with 12 nucleotides in the asymmetric unit. Though the 
crystals grew easily, much time had to be spent in growing crystals large enough for X-ray 
data collection. The crystals posed a lot to expcrimental problems as one of the axes is un- 
usually long and the addcd susceptibility of'the crystals to radiation damage in the X-ray beam 
within two to three hours of exposure made data collection a long-drawn process. Data werc 
collected at the Area Detector Facilities at MBU, and Bath University. Finally, a 3.0 A- 
resolution data could be obtained with good data statistics. 

The Patterson maps and self-rotation functions showed that the molecule was located at (0, 
0, T )  in the crystal, so the structure solution involved finding the position and orientation of 
the molecule ahout (.-axis and this seemed feasible by nlodel building and using the molecular 
replacement method for stsucture determination. As there were no related crystal structures 
reported, structure solution involvcd czb-irzitio model building with inputs from small- 
molecule crystallography, fibre-diffraction dala and solution studies which suggested at that 
time hemiprotonated cytosines which self-pair between two parallel strands to form duplexes. 
The duplex models with varied initial monomer parameters and helical parameters failed to 
give any solution.   ow ever, when an intercalated model as proposed by Gehring et al.' from 
NMR studies was used, the cross-rotation function searches proved promising. It also explains 
the 6.4 A spaced vectors in the Patterson maps. From the evidence of cross-rotation searches 
which is based on the philosophy of superposition and maximal overlap, when there is strong 
similarity between the model and the real structure, we are tempted to believe that 
d(C4A2C4A2) is indeed a four-stranded structure. 

The limiting 3 A data, the asymmetric cell which leads to the unstable packing of helices 
as continuous rods, the susceptibility of the crystals to X-rays and the multitude of possibilities 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Characterizations and algorithms for subclasses of' planar perfect graphs by S. Renga- 
rajan 
Research supervisor: Prof. C. E. Veni Madhavan 
Department: Computer Science and Automation 

1. Introduction 

This work presents efficient algorithnx for solving certain comhinatorial problems on sub- 
classes of planar-perfect graphs. The classes dealt with arc planar cl~ordal and planar permu- 
tation graphs. We study the underlying combinatorial of graph-thcosctic structure and develop 
efficient algorithms based on these. A reason for studying c l a w s  wch as planar chordal 
graphs is that planarity imposes nice structural requirements on thc graph I; and thus greatly 
facilitate design of fast algorithms on G. Another reason is tlw nvaiiability of good decompos- 
ability properties of chordal graphs. 

We present new results on a practical linear rime aigorithln f iw ciociiIing whcther or not a 
planar chordal graph has a Hamiltoniurz cyclc, thus scttlinf the complcuiry status of Hamil- 
tonicity problem for planar chordal graphh. Wc then address thc probte~n of hook tlzickrielers 
also known as page number for the class of Ztrees and extend a hnown result on nlaxlmal 
outer-planar graphs.' A constructive proof is prescntd to show that ~ h c  pagc number (or stack 
nunzber) of 2-trees is two. A related graph invariant culled yrrcwlJ 1.1umlzcl- of' 3 graph was In- 

troduced by Heath and ~osenberg."e extend known results to nlaximal outer-planar graphs 
(mops) and Ztrees by constructing two- and three-queuc l;tym~ts. r c s ~ ~ ~ t i v ~ l y .  Next wc show 
that the class of planar permutation graphs admit an elegant s~ructurltl decomposition and 
using this we develop a simple linear time algorithm for recogni~irlp ~1 pimar permutation 
graph in linear tlme. Also, using this structural decomposition result. we dccelop a linear time 

approximation algorithm for solving the bandwidttr mini,tli:rttic.,r problem on this class of 
graphs. Finally, we study center graphs of k-trees and give ark efiicient aigorithm for filldin! 

centers. We give an outline of these results in the following sectioa~s. 
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amiltonian planar c 

A Hamiltonian cycle (path) of a graph G is a simple cycle (path) spanning all the vertices of 
G. The Hamiltonian cycle (HA) problem is that of determining whether a given graph con- 
tains a Hamiltonian cycle. The HA problem for general graphs is a well-known NP-complete 
problem.3 However, for certain restricted classes of graphs polynomial time algorithms have 
been developed to solve the problem. The problem remains NP-complete even if we restrict 
our attention to planar or chordal graphs. 

Arnborg and ~roskurowski~  present a general linear time algorithm for the Hamiltonian 
cycle problem for partial k-trees. The authors assume a sophisticated tree decomposition of 
partial k-trees and the algorithm is of the order of double exponential time in the tree width 
(fixed) k.  In this work, we study the Hamiltonian cycle problem for planar chordal graphs, a 
subclass of partial-3-trees and give a simple and practical algorithm (i.e, one which does not 
involve huge constants). 

We identify a subgraph structure called K: which is crucial in deciding whether G is 

Hamiltonian or not. We order the vertices of a planar-3-tree depending on how deep they are 
embedded in the inner faces with respect to the outer face and classify the vertices of a K: 

depending on their level number. By observing the nature of the Hamiltonian path P in a K: 

we fix the end vertices of P. Thus, we show how ~ , 3 '  s can interact with one another at the 

end vertices. Based on the K: structure we stratify the faces of the planar-3-tree into parent 

and children faces. We generalize the notion of a K: into a 10ca11y Harniltoninni &(lh - Kq) 
&;id" and a general K: . The Hamiltonian path is extended from inner-most K: to its parent face 

following two traversal rules. We define a notion of blocking vertices to identify the vertices 
which terminate the recursive process of augmenting a Hamiltonian cycle. Then we show? 

Theorem 1: A planar-3-tree G is Harniltonian f and only for each general K: A of G 

all three external vertices of A are not blocking vertices. The proof of the theorem gives a 
simple linear time algorithm to detect planar Humiltonian graphs. 

Another important feature of the work is that we present a constructive definition for gen- 
erating planar chordal graphs from planar-3-trees. This is of independent interest. Using this 
definition we extend the above result to planar chordal graphs. We extend the concept of 
blocking vertex to a blocking edge or a blocking triangle. We characterize the Harniltonian 
planar chordal graphs by the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: A planar chordal graph G is Harniltonian if and only if 

0 G does not have n blocking vertex, blocking edge, and a blocking triangle. 

ofor each general K: , A, of G dl three exterrzal vertices of A are not blocking vertices. 

We use this theorem to develop a linear time algorithm for testing hamiltonicity of planar 
chordal graphs.6 



3. Stack and queue nunlber of 2-trees 

4. Planar permutation graphs and barldwidth mininliz;i&ioa~ 

Planar perlnutation graphs (ppg) play urr important role i l l  ~visc  layout :mcf o t h u  problenls. 
Fast recognition of planar permutation graphs is an inipivtant p r ~ o h l s ~ ~ i .  'l'llough planar graplls 
can be recognized in linear time, checking whether the y i l p l ~  is iI pcrrni~tation graph takes 
~ ( n ' )  time. We present a linear time algorithm for recog11 ixi 11; ~i hcll~cr a graph is a ppg, Our 
algorithm is a ~xuch simpler and faster alternative to lhc csisti!lg algorithn~ based on transi- 
tive orientation of associated comparability graphs. Our c~;;~r;ni.le~~i/atiot~ 01' planar permuta- 
tion graphs is entirely different from the known notions ctl' pcrx~utation graphs. 'The pliiilarig 

condition makes the permutation graphs 3-connected. Lising pianarily :lnd 3-ctxincctivity, we 
arrive at simple necessary and sufficient condi~ions fix a gs:~plr to hu ;i pian:ir permutatioil 
graph. Using these conditions we develop a lincar timc algtrritlinl to r c r o g n i ~ c  pi;uiar permu- 
tation graphs. 

Bandwidth ~ninimization of'a graph is a well-known co~nl i~laror ia l  p~ob1~111 huving riially 
applications. However, this problem is NP-u)mplctc even f i r  the c . l a~a  tr l '  trccs. For c'nterpil- 
lnrs of hair length one graphs ( a  smaller class than trees) iilcre cribts a polynomial time al- 
gorithm for getting an optimal bandwidth. This class of yr~a~~lls----ea~er.I,il:~rs of hair le~lgih 
one-is a proper subclass of planar permutation graphs. M ' t h  use our rctsult on structural de- 
composition of planar perinutation graphs to  get an app~us in~a t ion  xipix-ithm tbr handwidth 
minimization problem with a perforruance guarantee of 3. 

5. Computing centers of k-trees 

The centre of a graph is the set of vertices with minimum ~ < . ~ . ~ ~ i ~ ~ u i ( . i ~ \ ' .  E3cccnlricity of a vem 
v in G! is the maximum of the shortest distance of 1, to each \crtcu in c;. 'fhc center graph of 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Caching strategies and design issues in CD-ROM based multimedia storage by Vijnan 
Shastri 
Research supcrvisors: Profs V. Rajaraman and H. S. Samadagni 
Department: Computer Science and Automation 

1. Introduction 

CD-ROMs have proliferated as a distribution media for desktop machines for a large variety 
of multimedia applications (targeted for a single-user environment) like encyclopedias, 
magazines and games. With DVD-ROM capacities (digital versatile disc+successors lo CD- 
RoM) ranging from 4.7-10 GB being available in the near future and transfer speeds show- 
ing rapid improvement, they will, in addition to spawning new applications in the PC-desktop 
market, become an important component of low-cost video-on-demand (VoD) servers to store 
full-length movies and ~.ead-only-multim&. In this work, we look at performance issues in  
multimedia storagc in these two environments: the single-user desktop environment and the 
VOD environment. 



2. CD-ROM in a single-user PC environment 

CD-ROM-based content in desktop systems is highly i nki'ncli \ c and ~ ~ t l h i h t s  of video. 
and graphics, Due to its highly inferactive IlaiLliil, ' l l e r~  LlSC two lll+iOl- :Il-C;fi Of coaceril which 
are related to the design and performance of the CD-ROfcf \uh\ystern (which includes the 
drive, the interface and the software driver) and the applicati011 ho i ' t i l  are: 

Second is the inordinate delay suffered by the USU' dlctr shethc clicks on the video icon to 

see a video clip pertaining to the text which ~ h d h c  is reading os L\ hen shelhe turns a page 
on screen. We will refer to this delay as 'waiting tin'tc'. 

What is the optimal size of the onboard prefctch FIFO ht1t'ti.r (u41ic.h is uscd to buffer data 
retrieved by the CD head but not yet transferred to s j  atcm mcinory )?  

Can a main-memory-hosted cache improve pcrfi)rlnanr.e and if so. how should it: be de- 
signed and what are its design parameters? 

Is there a need for the cache to be adaptive in t e r m  of its line sire and total size and if so, 
how should this be implemented? 

Should design effort be directed to improve long t t ~ r o t ~ ~  seck timc (involving movement 
over a large radial distance) or short throw seek time ( i n v o l v i n g  ~novcmcnt to a neighbor. 
ing track)? 

Our goal is to seek answers to these questions and to see if '  cachi11.c can help alleviate the 
'waiting time' problem. These issues can he correctly uddlusecl rmiy i f  they arc studied in the 
context of the actual applications being run. Ha.lcc, we takc ~i ~ e r y  pragmatic approach m 
which we make a detailed study of application behuviour in tcsms c t t '  I/O request patterns gen. 
erated to the CD-ROM subsystem by tracing these patterns. We then tukc the trace-driven- 
simulation approach for analysis. We have put in a lot of effort to writc 3 background program 
which intercepts the CD-ROM device driver, capiei intbrmaticlri t i o i ~  the I/O request packer 
and logs the traces into a file transparently to the uscs. 

3. DVD-ROMs in VoD environment 

DVD-ROMs of 4.7-10 GB capacities are expected shortly. This will mcnn  hut a single mo~ie 
of 133-minute duration can be stored a MPEG-2 data r;ltc (:lvcmge mie is 5Mbitsh) On 
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a single DVD-ROM and at a very low cost per byte. The cost of the video server (in addition 
to the costs of the network) is 2 major issue in the deployment of video-on-demand systems. 
The increasing transfer speed of CD-ROM drives (and a similar expected trend in DVD-ROM 
drives) implies that more than one request (video stream) can be served by a single drive 
and they can be used directly as components of video pumps (dedicated video storage). 
These DVD-ROM video pumps are the building blocks for video servers in a VoD environ- 
ment and not just the next-level storage (to magnetic RAID servers) in a memory hierarchy 
system. DVD-ROMs will be specifically used in read-only VoD applications such as movie- 
servers.' 

CD-ROM towers and magnetic RAID towers will be used as 'video pumps'.7 This implies 
that the operating system and index data for the movies will not reside on the video pumps. 
Hence the requests to the video pump will be purely for multimedia data and will be periodic. 
Multimedia request streams have a continuity rather than a latency requirement while the 
opposite is true for non-multimedia requests in traditional systems. This is the basis for our 
analysis of disk scheduling and buffer design and where we differ from previous research in 
this area which has optimized performance for systems where both types (periodic multimedia 
requests and aperiodic requests) are present. 

We first develop a computationally inexpensive algorithm to work out the service time per 
request knowing the seek-time overheads. We show that, in the light of the seek time charac- 
teristics that CD-ROM drives have, C-SCAN is twice as efficient (in terms of buffer require- 
ments) as the popular SCAN algorithm. We then look at admission control and propose a 
'full-load' admission control algorithm to admit new requests. We show that this algorithm 
not only supports VCR-like operations such as fast-forward, fast-rewind and pause but can 
handle VBR (variable bit rate) video streams such as MPEG-2 as well. Previous work in this 
area does not deal with the problem of disk scheduling for VBR streams, admission control, 
and handling of VCR-like requests in an integrated manner. We then do extensive simulation 
of our algorithm and use it to extract parameters such as disk bandwidth utilization factor, 
cycle time and additional buffer sizes needed. Our contribution is that our algorithm inte- 
grates all these functions in a video pump.s 

4. Contribution of this work and corrclusions 

4.1. In a single-user desktop eizllil-onmerzt 

We have developed a trace program (running in the background transparently to the 
user) that intercepts the CD-ROM device driver and is able to collect and store traces 
(the IfQ request information from application to CD-ROM). We use these traces to do 
trace-driven simulation and analysis. 

In addition, we have written programs to obtain the seek time profile of the CD-ROM 
drive, raw transfer rate, bus-interface speed, and buffer size of the drive. 
Our traces show that at least 70% of all accesses are contiguous and the role of the 
prefetch buffer is crucial for this type of access. Prefetch buffer design is discussed and 
we derive a general relationship to calculate the prefetch buffer size on the CD-ROM 



We show (from our traces) that short seek distances 31-0 important, not the often quoted 
full-stroke or 113rd stroke seek times. Our seek-tirnc measurcrnwts show that when the 
CD-head seeks to a new position on the GD, the bend-weking time dvrninates over the 
time to change the rotational speed of the drive. 

4.2. In the video-on-demand envir-onmerzt 

a We present a quantitative relationship to calculate the set'vict. lime Sor each request 
given the playback rates and seek-time overheads. 

a Using our seek-time measurements of thc CD-ROM dsivc ivu prnve that the C-SCAN 
algorithm is optimal for CD-ROM drivcs. 

We then present a 'full load' admission control alptritllrn that guarantees continuityof 
playback for all requests even when rcqucstx are admitted or ciclcted for variable b~t- 
stream (VBR) multimedia streams. 

We discuss the implementation af this ailn~ission cintrol algorithm whcre we show 
that it can handle operations such as fast-forward, rcwind mti pwse using an index 
table for the CD-ROM drive. 

We then simulate the algorithm and run it against VBIi strcru~-is uncl cxtract parameters 
such as cycle time, disk bandwidth utilization factor rind. additionill lxiffcr sizes needed 
to meet sporadic demands for bandwidths that cxcccd that of' the clisli. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Modelling and analysis of voltage source converter base FACTS controllers for real and 
reactive power control by A. M. Kulkarni 
Research supervisor: Prof. K. R. Padiyar 
Department: Electrical Engineering 

The concept of flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) envisages the use of high-power 
electronic controllers to improve system operation by fast and reliable control. 

The first generation of FACTS devices like SVCs have been operated successfully and 
prototype installations of TCSC have shown promising results. 

The new generation of FACTS controllers which arc being developed are based on voltage 
source converters (VSC) which use self-commutating devices like GTOs. These controllers 
require lower ratings of passive elements (inductors and capacitors) and the voltage source 
characteristics present several advmtages over conventional variable impedance controllers. 
The three basic VSC-based controllers are static condenser (STATCON, used for shunt com- 
pensation), static synchronous sa-ies compensator (SSSC used for controllable series compen- 
sation) and uniried power [low controller (UPFC, both shunt and series compensation). 

The basic concept of using VSCs for dynamic compensation of AC transmission lines was 
discussed by Gyugyi.' Subsequent papers by Gyugyi et aL2* "describe the WFC and SSSC in 
detail. A large prototype (+I00 Mvar) of STATCON has already been installed.' 

The application of FACTS conirollel-s brings up new challcnges for power engineers, not 
only in hardware implementation, but also in design of control systems, planning and analy- 
sis. In particular, the effective utjlisation of these controllers will depend on the development 
of optimal control strategies. 'due to the fast response of such controllers, one has to deal with 



2. Modelling and analysis of STATCON 

An investigation is carried out on the use of f ~ z y  ~t~n11dlL'r f i ) ~  reactive current control, in 
the light of the fact that the system is not arncnablc tct linear lkeclhach control. With this con- 
troller, the problem of small-signal instability in inductiiv regitrn is mitigotcd and the nature 
of response is insensitive to operating point sariurions. A l w .  Ihc control ter is robust to change 
in plant brought about by the introduction of detailed nctwork dyn:imics. 

An important observation is that the plant-transfcr function f i w  voltugc rcgulation gener- 
ally has a zero on the positive real axis of thc cornplcx plane. 'hi \ ixwilucles the use of high 
gains if an integral or PI controller is used as i t  tenth 10 dc\tiihili/~' an ob~illcit~ry mode. 

A compensator in cascade with an integral conlrollcr is dcsiy~cri 10 overcome this prob- 
lem. 

There is excellent correlation between thc results ohtaiwd froin sirnplitied analysis, line- 
arized eigen analysis of detailed   nod el and digital sinlulation. While thc systcrn is admittedly 
very complex, it is shown that some analyticd de~clopn~cnt  is p)sxibl~' a n d  is very fruitful in 
diagnosing and understanding control problenls. 

3. Development of control strategy for UPFC 

A control strategy is proposed for UPFC wherein real pou-er. Iltw tlzrctugh the  line is con- 
trolled, while regulating magnitudes of the voltngcs ;it its tbvo ports. A controller is designed 
for this purpose which uses only local measurcn~cnts. The conm)l strategy is evaluated using 
transient digital simulation for a case study. 

The salient features of the control strategy are: 

(i) Real power flow control by reactive voltagc ir?jcctios~. 
(ii) Indirect reactive power flow control by control of vcrltngc at thc two posts of UPFC. 

The simulation results for a case study indicate that this is ;t viahlc control scheme. 

It is shown that by modulating the active power it is possible to bring about a vast im 
provement in transient stability and damping. 
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The problem of sub-syn~hromis resonance (SS ) is a major concern in the series compensa- 
tion of a transmission h e .  SSR studies on a system (IEEE first benchmark system) with 
series compensation provided by SSSC are carried out. Eigenvalue analysis and digital 
simulation are performed to show that while constant reactive voltage injection by SSSC does 
not contribute to SSR, the problem may be present if it is used in combination with fixed 
compensation. A simplified analysis (damping and synchronising torque analysis) is carried 
out to suggest a con~lrol strategy to damp ail modes including the elcctromechanical swing 
mode. 

Simulation results presented bring out the effectiveness of this strategy. 

5. Development of els of FACTS controllers s all-signal analysis of low- 
frequency oscillations associated wit generator rotor swing 

The issue of modelling of FACTS controllers suitable for small-signal stability studies of low- 
frequency oscillations associated with generator rotor swings is also addressed. The following 
two issues in the incorporation of FACTS device dynamics into small-signal stability pro- 
grams are discussed: 

(i) Development of suitable linearized models for FACTS devices. 

(ii) Interfacing the dynarnical equations of FACTS controllers with the other system cornpo- 
nent models. 

Incorporation of these models into small-signal stability programs is done systematically 
by representing the devices as dynarnical subsystems connected to static network represented 
by admittance matrix. Series elements are represented as dynamical voltage injection; shunt- 
connected devices are represented as dynarnical current injections into the network. For the 
sake of completeness, nmdelling of SVC and TCSC is also included. 

Case studies are presented for a three-machine system with STATCON, SVC, TCSC, 
SSSC and UPFC. 

6. Identification of control signals, contrd laws and imal location of FACTS control- 
framework to damp low-frequen 

The work reported is aimed at identification of control signals, control laws and location of 
FACTS controllers in a unified framework, to damp the swing (electromechanical) modes. 

A network analogy of the electromechanical system is used to suggest control laws. 
The signals required to achieve optimal damping for a given location are locally avail- 
able. They can be obtained from the voltage across the FACTS device and the current flow 
through it. 

The method is validated using detailed models of 3- and 10-machine systems. The study is 
carried out both for series and shunt compensations. 
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